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Our clientele

Los Cabos is a truly special destination tucked on the very tip of Baja

innately understands

into the sea. Contrasts exist in total harmony: exclusive and utterly

Los Cabos because

LOS CABOS SPECIALIST			

23

accessible, upscale and relaxed. This is where the desert meets the
sea. The point at which the Sea of Cortez and the Pacific Ocean meet

sophisticated yet

Cabo – are only 20 miles apart yet tell dramatically different stories.

new adventures yet

23

California Sur – part of the 1,000-mile-long peninsula that stretches

it’s who they are:
laid-back, open to

CONNECT WITH LOS CABOS		

but do not mix. Where two cities – Cabo San Lucas and San José del

Let us you show the magnificence of Los Cabos, and then invite your
clients to find their way here.

ready to unwind.
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WHO VISITS LOS CABOS

• Los Cabos is the fastest growing

• The airport is serviced daily by

tourist destination in Mexico,

major airlines: American Airlines,

with more than 3 million people

United Airlines, Spirit Airlines, Alaska

visiting every year.
• Approximately 70% of our
visitors are international visitors,
with expanding airlift that
includes more than 500 weekly
flights from the U.S. and Canada.

Airlines, Delta Air Lines, Frontier
Airlines, Southwest, Sunwing, Air
Canada, West Jet, Volaris, JetBlue,
JSX and Aeromexico, among others.
• The top attractions for
travelers are: culinary, nature,
soft adventure, romance, sport
fishing and golf.

• West Coasters consider Los
Cabos their secret since it’s less
than three hours by air.

70% of visitors are repeat guests
and 90% of first-time visitors say
they would return.

Los Cabos places great significance on sustainabilty
to preserve its natural resources. Cruise ships must
anchor and tender passengers to shore to protect
marine flora and fauna. Hotels follow rigid standards
for desalinization of seawater to produce the purest
water for consumption. The region is also clear of
visual pollution as it is free from billboards and other
obtrusive advertisements.
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6% of travelers to Los Cabos
are attending a wedding.

LOS CABOS
ESSENTIALS
However, the U.S. dollar

SAFETY AND SECURITY

U.S. auto insurance policies are not

(USD) is widely accepted.

The U.S. Department of State has

WHERE IS LOS CABOS?

recognized in Mexico. It’s mandatory

Located at the southernmost tip of Mexico’s Baja California

to obtain liability insurance from an

DESTINATION WEDDINGS

for visitors to Los Cabos. This is a

insurer that’s licensed to provide

Couples must present a valid

safe destination for all visitors and

coverage in Mexico. Additional

passport, tourist card, birth

to ensure it remains that way, Los

options such as collision and theft

certificate, marriage application

Cabos has implemented an effective

coverage are also available.

from a local registry, blood test

five-point plan, with public and

results (done in Mexico no more

private sectors investing close to

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

than 14 days before the application

50 million USD to upgrade security

All foreign visitors require a

date), and have four witnesses.

infrastructure, equipment and

Peninsula, Los Cabos is made up of the towns of Cabo
San Lucas and San José del Cabo connected by a 20-mile
corridor. The peninsula reaches into the Sea of Cortez and
the deep waters of the Pacific Ocean.

not issued any travel advisories

BEST TIME TO VISIT

HOW TO GET THERE

Roads in this region are very

valid passport to enter Mexico.

All weddings are welcome in Los

personnel. The destination has seen

While the weather is beautiful all

More than 500 weekly flights

accessible and safe, including

U.S. citizens do not need a visa

Cabos and most resorts can assist

a 96% decrease in security-related

year, the best time to visit is from

from 42 destinations across

Highway 19 between Cabo San

for visits fewer than 30 days.

with the necessary paperwork

incidents year over year, and 17%

November to May, which coincides

the U.S. and Canada fly into

Lucas and La Paz by way of Todo

and notarization or consult with

record tourism growth.

with various events.

Los Cabos International Airport.

Santos, and Highway 1 by way of

CURRENCY

a destination wedding expert in

For more information visit:

The official unit of currency

advance.

www.visitloscabos.travel/plan/

El Triunfo.
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is the Mexican peso (MXN).
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SEA OF
CORTEZ

Los Cabos is a subtropical desert
with up to 350 sunny days a year.

42% of the territory of Baja
California Sur are natural
protected areas.

PACIFIC

THE LAY OF THE LAND
These

are

the

main

tourist

destinations of Los Cabos, where
strong infrastructure and vibrant
communities

welcome

year-round.

visitors

SAN JOSÉ DEL CABO

PACIFIC

EAST CAPE

Relaxed and welcoming, this

An impressive stretch of Pacific

A main draw for visitors of Los

creative community offers engaging

coastline and a beautiful highway

Cabos along Baja California Sur

activities such as art walks and

connects Cabo San Lucas to Todos

is the hallowed stretch of the East

boutique shopping as well as diving.

Santos Which is just a one hour

Cape. Secluded and silent, most of

Estero, an estuary that harbors

drive from Cabo San Lucas. Known

the beaches are uncrowded as they

colorful tropical fish. The charming

as The Pacific, beautiful beaches,

require accessing dirt roads in the

town is best enjoyed on foot and is

stunning hotels, watching whales,

backcountry –but fear not as there are

only a 20-minute drive from

and turtles migrate are only a part

plenty of easily reached spots near the

Los Cabos International Airport.

of the Pacific experience. The area

hotels. Deep-sea fishing is one of the

attracts international artists, avid

most sought-after activities, as a wide

surfers, and adventurous people.

variety of pelagic species are caught

CABO SAN LUCAS

TOURIST CORRIDOR

Lively and exuberant, there’s

The 20-mile Tourist Corridor

never a shortage of things to do

connects San José del Cabo

in Cabo San Lucas. While the

and Cabo San Lucas and boasts

legendary nightlife is a draw for

beautiful beaches paired with

some crowds, Cabo San Lucas is

desert views. Accommodations

also a hub for artisan shopping,

range from deluxe to boutique and

farm-to-table dining and world-

include business, family-friendly,

For more information visit:

class golfing.

adults-only and all-inclusive.

https://www.visitloscabos.travel/places-to-visit/

right from the shoreline and out
five miles from the coast, including
grouper, marlin, sailfish, dorado and
tuna.
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I CONIC LOS CABOS
22

Jacques Cousteau called the Sea of
Cortez “The Aquarium of the World.”

In a destination where we value nature, nurture sustainable growth and believe
in quality over quantity, there is truly something for everyone to enjoy.
IN THE WATER

standards. All beaches have public

• Soar high over the waters on a

• Rising from the Sea of Cortez,

access, so even if a resort isn’t

parasail as you simply sit down,

El Arco is the natural symbol of

located on a swimmable Blue Flag

relax and enjoy the view.

Los Cabos. See it from every

beach, guests can reach one within

• Cabo Pulmo is a protected

point of view – on land, by water

10 minutes.

national marine park recognized

or in the air.

• Whale watching is a signature

as a UNESCO World Heritage

• There are 22 swimmable Blue

experience as humpback and

Site. This is the only hard reef in

Flag beaches in Los Cabos,

gray whales migrate to the balmy

the Gulf of California and harbors

including Medano, El Chileno,

waters around the Baja Peninsula

more than 800 species of marine

Palmilla and Santa María Bay. Look

between early December and mid-

life. Ideal for snorkling and diving.

for the internationally recognized

April.

Blue Flag icon, which indicates

• Charter a crewed yacht or go

SPORT FISHING

that the beach has met the highest

bareboat, set out on a sunset sail,

environmental and quality

or enjoy Los Cabos on a stop on a
cruise ship.
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LOS CABOS DESTINATION IN MEXICO WITH
THE MOST BLUE FLAG CERTIFIED BEACHES.
The iconic Blue Flag is one of the world´s most recognized
voluntary eco-labels awarded to beaches, marinas, and
sustainable boating tourism operators. In order to qualify
for the Blue Flag, a series of stringent environmental,
educational, safety, and accessibility criteria must be met
and maintained including public and swimmable.

attraction, though sailfish and

• Several outfitters are now

and those ready for new

broadbill swordfish can be found

working to protect endangered

adventures with zip lining.

here as well.

sea turtles, including hawksbill,

• Traverse scenic canyons and

• Join the surfers or simply

loggerhead, leatherback, green

mountain trails in a guided ATV

watch them in their element at

turtle and olive ridley. Guests can

tour of the Baja desert.

Playa Acapulquito. Known as

participate in hatchling release

• Get your adrenaline pumping in a

“Old Man’s Break,” this reef

and monitoring programs.

UTV off-road adventure of the Baja

break is at its best in summer

• Catch a meal on the water off

outback while learning more about

with clear waters and an easy

Espiritu Santo Island near La Paz.

the region from local guides.

paddle out. Rock climbing and

MOUNTAINS, DESERT

• Take an eco-adventure of the

nearby snorkeling also draw

AND BEYOND

adventure-seekers from around

• Four-legged transportation is

biking tour that’s great for experts

an essential experience, including

and beginners alike.

the globe.
• This is a prime snorkeling
area with many places to choose
from: Pelican Rock near Lover’s
Beach is part of a protected area
of Cabo San Lucas Bay; Santa
Maria Cove and Chileno Bay

• This is practically a way of life in

offer calm, clear waters along

Los Cabos. Three types of billfish

the corridor between Cabo San

– striped marlin, blue marlin

Lucas and San José del Cabo.

and black marlin – are the main

riding camels along the secluded
trails of a working ranch.
• Hike the Sierra de la Laguna
Mountain Range canyons with
an expert guide who leads you
to a waterfall cascading into a
natural pool.
• The UNESCO-protected Reserva
de la Biospfera Boca de la Sierra de
La Laguna rewards thrill-seekers

Mexican outback on a mountain

• Test your bravery with a bungee
jump from a glass-bottomed
gondola 300 feet off the ground.
WELLNESS
• Los Cabos is a perfect wellness
destination, in particular with the
spectacular sunrises and perfect
sunsets in a framework of unique
contrasts that charge with positive
LOS CABOS TRAVEL ADVISOR GUIDE
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energy along with wellness

at fine-dining restaurants including

would host a prestigious surfing

experiences, fitness, yoga, healthy

Nick-San and Tenangos.

competition. Enter the Los Cabos

gastronomy, among others.

• Browse among San José del

Open of Surf, which brings together

• Los Cabos offers spagoers

Cabo’s modern studios that line

top-tier pros and music in an epic

award-winning options from

the Gallery District (behind the

June event.

wellness and relaxation to recovery

main square and church), where

and often use natural, locally

artists showcase everything from

FAMILY

sourced ingredients to pamper

abstract paintings and sculptures

their guests. Grapes sourced

to contemporary Mexican ceramics

from the Guadalupe Valley are

and pottery.

transformed into wine-infused

CULTURE

to call home in Los Cabos. Most

• Between November and June,

resorts also offer supervised kids

San José del Cabo is abuzz on

clubs or activities to keep little ones

Thursday evenings with its

engaged.

popular Art Walk. Between

treatments. Crushed bark from the
tepezcohuite tree is renowned for
its skin revitalizing properties, and
the green leaves of the Chaya plant
are believed to have antioxidant
properties. Spas may even use
margarita-inspired elements such
as lime and mezcal, and infuse

native Mexican roots as well as

ingredients that appear on your

• There are 18 championship golf

global flavors from Peru, Japan and

table. Don Sanchez is renowned for

courses in Los Cabos, making it

beyond to treat Baja seafood with the

its contemporary Baja California

a word-class destination for pros

utmost respect. Celebrity chef Angel

cuisine. In Todos Santos, Jazamango

and novices alike. Take your pick

Carbajal has relied on his passion

is helmed by famed chef Javier

from sites such as Palmilla Golf

for fishing to create artfully prepared

Plascencia, using ingredients

Club, known as the Grand Dame of

Mexican-Japanese cuisine at Nick-

straight from the garden and

Los Cabos Golf. Built more than 25

San, which now has two locations in

regional products. The wine cellar

years ago, this breathtaking course

Los Cabos. Los Tres Gallos serves

is just as amazing as the tequila

offers glorious views of desert sands

truly authentic Mexican cuisine

menu at Tamarindos Downtown

meeting the Sea of Cortez from all

in downtown Cabo San Lucas. In

restaurant, where local seafood,

ROMANCE

27 holes. It was the Jack Nicklaus

addition to exquisite dining at El

farm-fresh produce and garden

5 p.m. and 9 p.m., locals and

• Romance is inevitable as you

signature design in Latin America,

Farallon, guests at the resort can

herbs adorn your plates.

visitors can stroll the back

watch the sun rise on one beach

putting Los Cabos on the map as

take authentic Mexican cooking

• Naturally, tequila and mezcal are

streets to pop into galleries and

and set over another, with days

a premier golf destination. Puerto

classes at Su Cocina.

part of the Los Cabos experience.

• From European plans (EPs) with
à la carte dining to all-inclusive
resorts with 24-hour room service,
families can easily find a place

chat with the artists, sip wine and

body wraps with chocolate – an

of adventures and relaxation in

Los Cabos is a unique venue with

• More flavors abound at an eclectic

For more than a quarter of a century,

dine in neighborhood restaurants.

ingredient that can be traced back

between. Clink glasses in a toast to

a front nine designed by champion

collection of restaurants including:

Pancho’s has been delighting

• Drawing actors, directors, critics

to the Olmecs of southern Mexico.

a milestone anniversary, charter a

Greg Norman – The Mission Course

La Deriva, helmed by a chef from

visitors with its extensive collection

and fans from around the globe

boat to the golden sands of Playa

– and a back nine designed by the

the Piemonte region of Italy; Romeo

of tequila labels (more than 550 at

del Amor and indulge in a couple’s

legendary Jack Nicklaus – The

y Julieta, which presents classic

last count) – to taste on their own

massage. Los Cabos is the perfect

Marina Course. Cabo San Lucas

Italian cuisine in the heart of Cabo

or pair with a full menu. Sammy

become the premier film event

setting for destination weddings

Country Club is a standout in many

San Lucas; and COMAL Restaurant

Hagar’s Cabo Wabo Cantina is an

in all of Latin America since it

and commitment ceremonies,

ways, with 27 holes, including one

& Bar, which has become a fan

icon, and it still serves up some of

launched in 2012.

with options such as a beautiful

of the longest holes in Mexico and

favorite for its authentic Latin

the best-selling tequilas.

• Celebrate the artistry of dance

oceanfront ceremony overlooking

sweeping views of the desert groves

American cuisine.

• Envelope yourself in the vibrant

El Arco, a tasteful chapel adorned

and El Arco. For more information,

• Farm-to-table dining isn’t a trend

market atmosphere of El Merkado,

Since 2013, this world-class event

in fresh flowers or an adventurous

in Los Cabos; it’s a way of life. In

which brings together a farmer’s

has been welcoming elite dancers,

visit visitloscabos.travel/golf.

underwater ceremony. In the

the foothills of the Sierra de la

market with 12 diverse food vendors

choreographers and musicians

nearby town of Todo Santos, a

Laguna Mountain, Flora’s Field

from 20 countries to share their

for a culinary one stop shop.

pueblo-style calendas is a colorful

Kitchen at Flora Farms serves

talents in Los Cabos.

For more information visit:

event that ends at the doors of

cuisine with ingredients sourced

• It’s only natural that a destination

https://www.visitloscabos.travel/

Todos Santos Mission or in the main

from the surrounding 25-acre farm.

with ideal surfing conditions

things-to-do/

square to exchange vows.

SHOPPING
• Head to Marina Cabo San Lucas,
where Luxury Avenue Boutique
Mall is home to world-renowned
designers such as Carolina Herrera
and Salvatore Ferragamo.
• Along the Corridor, The Shoppes
at Palmilla artfully mix galleries,
jewelry and high-end goods. Here,
you can spend a whole afternoon
picking out contemporary art at Pez
Gordo, selecting rare, avant-garde
silver jewelry at Talleres de los
Ballesteros and stopping for a meal
12

GOLF
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every November, the Los Cabos
International Film Festival has

at Gala de Danza every spring.

CULINARY
• Views of El Arco and Cabo San
Lucas Bay complement every bite
at Manta located at The Cape, a
Thompson Hotel, where celebrated
chef Enrique Olvera draws on his

At Acre, the land is flourishing with
LOS CABOS TRAVEL ADVISOR GUIDE
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ART-TO-TABLE DINING

varieties of corn that flourish in

Gather on an anchored yacht

Mexico, and enjoy a pre-Hispanic

in Puerto Los Cabos where the

gastronomic experience.

Sip coffee and pop into a

FROM FARM-TO-TABLE
IN MIRAFLORES

Mendoza. Visit the mythical

Stroll through the gardens and

buildings before traveling to

BEYOND THE BRIDGE
OF SAN JOSÉ DEL CABO

orchards that grow ingredients for

Jazamango, one of the region’s

the region’s best restaurants and

most legendary restaurants.

Begin with a guided tour in Huerta

hotels. A blind tasting includes

de Los Tamarindos, a five-hectare

wines from Valle de Guadalupe,

organic farm. Joined by chef

followed by a five-course feast

Enrique Silva, you will collect

and stargazing.

A barista shares the origins of

also features wines from Valle

CONCERT FROM THE SEA

experience featuring coffees from

de Guadalupe.

Sail at sunset on a 64-foot yacht

promenade is adorned with art
representing the work of surrealist
painter Leonora Carrington.

INSIDER EXPERIENCES
Lead your clients away from the tourist trail and they’ll see a

ingredients for your dinner, which

side of Los Cabos from the locals’ point of view.

or Zodiac-type boat to the iconic El

14

DISCOVER BLAMPING

A MAGICAL WEDDING

STEP INTO RUSTIC KITCHENS

FOLLOW THE GOLDEN ROUTE

Arco. A hydrophone is submerged

Experience the thrill of mountain

In Todos Santos, pueblo-style

An off-road journey on a 4x4 heads

In the former gold mining

into the sea to capture the ethereal

biking with luxury camping.

calendas is a colorful event with

toward the town of La Candelaria

community of El Triunfo, see La

sounds of courting humpback

Navigate a network of hiking and

huge artisanal figures and lively

where a load mule completes the

Ramona – a 155-foot-high chimney

whales. Then enjoy a six-course

biking trails in Rancho Cacachilas

music, ending at Todos Santos

last leg. There, an artisan potter

that once was believed to be

meal created from ingredients

and spend the night relaxing in a

Mission or in the main square for a

tells her stories and shares a meal

designed by Gustave Eiffel (and the

sourced from throughout

fully outfitted tent.

wedding ceremony.

prepared in her family’s kitchen.

legend still endures). Learn about

the country.

LOS CABOS TRAVEL ADVISOR GUIDE

MEET THE ARTISANS
OF TODOS SANTOS
gallery to meet artist Arturo
Hotel California and other storied

GET TO KNOW THE LOCALS
OF SAN JOSÉ DEL CABO
his grains and leads a sensory
Oaxaca, Veracruz and Chiapas.
Then visit a boutique ice cream
parlor, sample Damiana liqueur,
learn about Baja craft beer and
end with a gourmet meal.

LOS CABOS TRAVEL ADVISOR GUIDE
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LUXURY HOTELS & RESORTS
We are proud to have eleven virtuoso luxury properties in the destination, each one
handpicked for their prime locations, upscale amenities and extraordinary service.
WALDORF ASTORIA LOS
CABOS PEDREGAL
Encompassing 24 sweeping
acres, this luxury beach resort is
accessible through a privately
owned tunnel — carved into the
heart of a mountain.

EXPLORING BAJA SUR
Charming towns and historic cities dot the Pacific coast and the shores of the Sea of Cortez.
Day trips can be organized from Cabo San Lucas and San José del Cabo, while renting a car
allows for more flexibility and longer stays in outlying areas.
EL TRIUNFO

to the whale sharks

COMONDÚ

welcomes a flurry

hour away from

Approx. 1.5 hours

that glide through

Approx. 7 hours

of birds and wildlife,

Cabo San Lucas,

The historic village

the calm waters of

Comondú welcomes

but the Piedras

it is considered a

of El Triunfo offers a

the Bay.

gray whales in the

Pintas, cave

“Pueblo Magico’’ (a

glimpse into its past

LORETO

winter and has

paintings and rock

Magic Town), with

a coastal lagoon

art are the main

wonderful colonial

with tangles of

attractions.

buildings, Mexican

as a booming silver
mining town in the
19th century.

Approx. 6 hours
Loreto is a gateway
to the five islands

harbor various

TODOS SANTOS

LA PAZ

that make up the

Approx. 2 hours

Loreto Bay National

In La Paz, from the

Marine Park and

marine life.

uninhabited island

where the original

MULEGÉ

on the Pacific

Espiritu Santo

El Camino

Approx. 7.5 hours

side of Mexico’s

that teems with

Real begins.

The colorful oasis

Baja California

town of Mulegé

Peninsula, an

ecological diversity
16

mangroves that
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species of birds and

Aprox. 45 min
Todos Santos is
a village located

art and crafts, and
delicious typical
regional food which
is mostly made with
local products. Its
uncrowded beaches
are a perfect place
to relax, spend the
day and surf.

ESPERANZA, AUBERGE
RESORTS COLLECTION
Named the No. 1 Best Hotel in
Mexico in 2019 U.S. News & World
Report Best Hotel rankings, this
private beach resort is tucked
between two scenic bluffs on the
Baja Peninsula.
THE CAPE, A THOMPSON HOTEL
The only rooftop lounge in Cabo
San Lucas and a beachfront retreat
where every room overlooks El Arco
and the Bahía San Lucas horizon.
MONTAGE LOS CABOS
Guests enjoy walk-in access to
Santa Maria Bay and 39 acres of
white-sand beachfront as well as
holistic wellness programs and
spa treatments.
GRAND VELAS LOS CABOS
Experience limitless luxury in this
all-inclusive resort that is perfect

for families, honeymooners and
even business travelers with its
convention center and event space.
LAS VENTANAS AL PARAISO,
A ROSEWOOD RESORT
Select from luxurious suites and
villas, and revel in ultra-luxury
amenities that include pool butlers
and a “director of romance.”
ONE&ONLY PALMILLA
This legendary retreat is
set within lush tropical gardens,
featuring personal butlers
and upscale cuisine —
including Chef JeanGeorges vongerichten's
SEARED Steakhouse and
Suviche restaurant.
ZADÚN, A RITZ-CARLTON
RESERVE
The newest member of
our luxury collection, this
is a true oasis set in the
dunes. Among the exclusive
features are an expansive spa,
two golf courses and a desert
botanical park.
GRAND VELAS LOS CABOS
Is located on the undiscovered

shores of Baja’s exclusive East
Cape. Just 45 minutes from Los
Cabos International Airport (SJD)
and a world away from the Cabo
crowds, the all-new ultra-luxury
resort features.
SOLAZ, A LUXURY COLLECTION
RESORT
Embark on a transformative
journey where luxurious comforts
meet the modern conveniences of
home at Solaz, a Luxury Collection
Resort. Our coveted oceanfront
location provides easy access to
Baja expeditions, downtown San
Jose del Cabo and Marina Cabo San
Lucas
CHILENO BAY, AUBERGE
RESORTS COLLECTION
Sprawled over 22 acres, Chileno
Bay Resort & Residences is
a contemporary, beachfront
resort. Located on renowned
Chileno Bay, a unique protective
cove with pristine beaches and
usually tranquil waters, the
resort proves the ideal setting for
active exploration and complete
rejuvenation. The resort is located 9
miles from Cabo San Lucas and 13
miles from San Jose del Cabo.
LOS CABOS TRAVEL ADVISOR GUIDE
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W H E R E TO S TAY I N L O S C ABO S
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H EA LT H A N D SAFE TY
P R O T O C O LS

RECOMENDED ACTIVITIES
JANUARY
• Whale Watching
• Bird Watching Estero SJC
• Swim with Whale Sharks
• Wind in Pacific and Sea of Cortez
• Surf Sea of Cortez / Pacific Ocean
• Organic Market Saturdays
• Art Walk SJC Art District from 5 pm
to 9 pm

FEBRUARY

MARCH

• Whale Watching

• Whale Watching

• Bird Watching Estero SJC

• Wind in Pacific and Sea of Cortez

• Swim with Whale Sharks

• Surf Sea of Cortez / Pacific Ocean

• Wind in Pacific and Sea of Cortez

• Organic Market Saturdays

• Surf Sea of Cortez / Pacific Ocean

• Art Walk SJC Art District from 5

• Organic Market Saturdays

pm to 9 pm

• Art Walk SJC Art District from 5 pm
to 9 pm

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

• Whale Watching

• Surf Sea of Cortez / Pacific Ocean

• Surf Sea of Cortez / Pacific Ocean

• Surf Sea of Cortez / Pacific Ocean

• Organic Market Saturdays

• Art Walk SJC Art District from 5

• Organic Market Saturdays

• Art Walk SJC Art District from 5 pm

• Art Walk SJC Art District from 5

pm to 9 pm

to 9 pm

pm to 9 pm

JULY
• Surf Sea of Cortez / Pacific Ocean

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

• Bird Watching Estero SJC

• Bird Watching Estero SJC

• Surf Sea of Cortez / Pacific Ocean

• Dive Sea of Cortez / Cabo Pulmo
• Surf Sea of Cortez / Pacific Ocean

Now more than ever, the destination’s top priority is the
health and wellbeing of travelers, their loved ones and
the community. Los Cabos has developed its health and
safety protocol system, Los Cabos with Care – A Safer Way
to Get Away, centered on strict standards that facilitate a
safer travel environment. Los Cabos continues to work
closely with hospitals, care units, airports, ports, hotels,
resorts and travel partners to align on the implementation
of health and safety guidelines across the destination.
Los Cabos achieved Sharecare health security
verification, becoming the world’s first VERIFIED™ travel
destination. This designation signifies that the majority
of the hotels and resorts in the destination continue to
ensure that their health protocols are in compliance with

Implemented standardized health screening protocols
at the airport and port
Enforced a flexible reservation policy for travelers
Streamlined the communication protocols between
hotels, suppliers, and local authorities
Partnered with travel providers to obtain a “Clean Point”
certification (Punto Limpio) offered by the Mexico federal
government to strictly adhere to hygiene protocols and
obtained a “Safe Travels” stamp of approval certified
by the World Tourism & Travel Council (WTTC) for
recognition of safe travel protocols

over 360 expert-validated global standards.

HEALTH AND SAFETY MEASURES:
OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

• Bird Watching Estero SJC

• Bird Watching Estero SJC

• Whale Watching

• Dive Sea of Cortez / Cabo Pulmo

• Dive Sea of Cortez / Cabo Pulmo

• Swim with Whale Sharks

• Surf Sea of Cortez / Pacific Ocean

• Swim with Whale Sharks

• Wind in Pacific and Sea of Cortez

• Wind in Pacific and Sea of Cortez

• Surf Sea of Cortez / Pacific Ocean

• Surf Sea of Cortez / Pacific Ocean

• Organic Market Saturdays

• Organic Market Saturdays

• Art Walk SJC Art District

• Art Walk SJC Art District

Los Cabos with Care – A Safer Way to Get Away health
and safety protocol system consistent with health
authorities and implemented across the destination in
partnership with Intertek Cristal, the highest standard
of health and safety protocols in the industry.

Developed a layered approach that reinforces hygiene,
cleaning, traveler physical distancing, and the use of
personal protective equipment (PPE)

INFORMATION ABOUT COVID-19
TESTS IN LOS CABOS
Los Cabos is prepared to accomodate all travelers’ needs
regarding COVID-19 testing to support visitors’ seamless
navigation to comply with testing requirements for their
return destination, such as the United States and Canada.
Travelers will find several testing facilities options
available from hospitals, labs, and lodging facilities like
hotels, timeshares, and vacation rentals.

For more information visit:
https://www.visitloscabos.travel/los-cabos-with-care/
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LOS CABOS SPECIALIST

Los Cabos Specialist educational program will bring you a full-service portal, where in one
convenient place you will access everything needed to sell this leading upscale destination.
Our full-service portal includes:

Dedicated Website

· Download resources from
hotels and tourist suppliers
· Interaction with suppliers
· One to one meetings

· Personal account
· Destination updates & resources

Loyalty Program

· Benefits
· Exclusive fam trips and webinars
· Access to Los Cabos VIP Summit
travel agent virtual trade show

SUSTAINABILITY
Los Cabos, located on the Baja California Sur Peninsula,
has a great cultural and historical heritage. Its privileged
location attracts people from all over the world due to
its natural richness of flora and fauna necessary for
sustainable development.
The protection and conservation of Los Cabos is a commitment for everyone.
We are aware of the responsibility of protecting our natural resources, in
order to allow the future generations to live in a world that can provide them
wellbeing.
Los Cabos has been preserved pristine for decades thanks to a clean
destination that cares for our oceans, the sea and mountains that do not
have visual pollution of billboards, the environmental discipline of the
citizens of Los Cabos, and a unique setting for marine wildlife.
The coastline, flora and fauna are protected by competent authorities. It is
true that this destination is rapidly growing, but its growth is being handled
with quality and responsibility, meeting high standards as other important
destinations.
Twenty-two beaches in Los Cabos have the Blue Flag certification that
recognizes them as “Blue Flag Beaches”, an eco-label award given to
beaches, marinas and sustainable boating tourism operations in the
international arena, when they comply with environmental safety and
educational criteria.
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Training

· Graduate as Los Cabos Specialist Agent
· Own a badge and enjoy benefits for
you and your clients.

42% of BAJA CALIFORNIA SUR
are natural protected áreas.
Enroll to Los Cabos Specialist program at loscabosspecialist.com

CONNECT WITH LOS CABOS
VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DAILY UPDATES
visitloscabos.travel
SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER
visitloscabos.travel
FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook / Instagram / YouTube / LinkedIn

@Los Cabos Tourism
DOWNLOAD THE OFFICIAL APP OF LOS CABOS
https://www.visitloscabos.travel/los-cabos-app/
VIEW THE LOS CABOS OFFICIAL STREAMING PLATFORM
loscaboswelcome.com
LOS CABOS TRAVEL ADVISOR GUIDE
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